GLOBAL REWARD SOLUTIONS & NETLEADERS
PA R T N E R S H I P O V E R V I E W

NetLeaders provides easy access to the Das ecosystem, empowering
the community through a myriad of blockchain-based services and applications.
The more the network is used, the more the system itself is empowered and
the more valuable it becomes. By growing the network and being rewarded for
doing so, the community empowers others into financial freedom and control.

As businesses and entrepreneurs purchase licenses

Here is a sampling of countries where recent

to resell NetLeaders’s products and services and

orders have originated in:

generate new customer bases, they earn points along

China

Poland

the way within the NetLeaders rewards program.

Cyprus

Singapore

The program is global and the rewards are supplied

Czech Republic

Slovakia

by local, in-country vendors of Apple branded

India

Thailand

merchandise. The program launched in April 2018.

Ireland

United Kingdom

Malaysia

United States

Netherlands

Vietnam

USER EXPERIENCE FLOW
1

End user purchases license to resell NetLeaders

6

product/service.

End user logs in to the rewards program site
and redeems their points for either of two Apple
branded merchandise:

2
3

End user’s sales details are provided to

a. iPhone 8 64GB

NetLeaders each month.

b. MacBook Pro 128GB

NetLeaders Program Admin uploads a member

7

the order.

file in to the rewards program.

4

A welcome email is sent to the end user with
their login details and congratulatory message
stating that the user has points available to
spend on Apple products.

5

GRS team receives the order file and processes

8

End user receives their reward gift via courier.

9

NetLeaders is invoiced by GRS every two weeks.

NetLeaders Program Admin uploads the points
file at the same time to assign points to all
new licensees.

C O R E B E N E F I T O F G R S - N E T L E A D E R S C O L L A B O R AT I O N
The core improvement that GRS has been able to

as the end user goes through the online rewards

their legacy bulk ordering system, which was costly,

NetLeaders, we provide them with a “credit” whenever

provide NetLeaders with is being able to migrate from
laborious and time-consuming. Today, all orders are

processed automatically in real-time by GRS as soon

Quicker Order
Processing

Improved customer
relationship between
NetLeaders
and end users

order placement process. As an added benefit to
an order is fulfilled. The core benefits include:

Collection
and verification
of end user
order data

Ability for
end users to track
their orders and
view order history

